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The Surrealist Roots of Video Essays
ADRIAN MARTION

As Ado Kyrou long ago recognized, to watch a film is to perform an action upon it.

Agnes Varda’s ‘The Gleaners and I.’

Spectators and makers of video essays can argue forever about the origin of this form.
Was it in the genre of sophisticated essay-films made by Chris Marker, Agnès Varda,
Harun Farocki? In avant-garde “found footage” cinema, where filmmakers recut and
scratched on discarded strips of film? In archival, compilation documentaries by Nicole
Védrès (Paris 1900, 1947) or Philippe Mora (Swastika, 1973; Brother, Can You Spare a
Dime?, 1975)—a genre extended to infinity on contemporary television?

In a purely speculative and playful sense, I would like to offer up a very special film book
as one source of inspiration for the modern video essay. The book is Le surréalisme au
cinéma (‘Surrealism in Cinema’) by Ado (short for Adonis) Kyrou, first published in 1953,
when the author was barely thirty, and then augmented in 1963. The most recent French
edition was chaperoned into the world in 2005 by his son, Ariel Kyrou, a specialist in
techno music. This splendid, outrageous, often hilariously vicious book cries out for an
English translation.
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Ado Kyrou had a remarkable personal history. He fought against the Nazis as part of the
Greek Resistance, eventually taking the opportunity to board a boat to Paris with other
budding philosophers, scientists and artists of his generation. There, he quickly immersed
himself in the Surrealist scene, still active under the visionary stewardship of André Breton
in the late 1940s. Kyrou involved himself in everything: critique, pictorial collage,
filmmaking (Buñuel entrusted him with a screenplay), early “coffee table” book publishing
and eventually TV production until his death in 1985.
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The final chapter of Surrealism in Cinema ventures “beyond the cinematic spectacle,”
beyond the traditional appreciation and historical ranking of films. “The artwork lives
independently of the artist,” Kyrou declares, following Pablo Picasso’s assertion: “A
painting lives only because of the person viewing it.” Spectatorship is often inscrutably
subjective and individual, but it can also be profoundly creative, in Kyrou’s opinion:

Watching a film, I necessarily perform an action upon this object—I duly
transform it and, on the basis of its given elements, I make my own thing, so
as to withdraw from it some scraps of knowledge and better place them
within myself. Certain films…are especially mine. I could take them just as
they are, simply adding my signature.

All this happens in our head, our imagination. But what if, Kyrou wonders, we took the
exercise a step further, into filmmaking reality?

Perhaps I would have to work on [these films]—make some editing
modifications; cut, raise or lower the intensity of the sound—in short,
interpret them so that, ultimately, my subjective vision could become
objective…. All it needs are some small changes for everyone to perceive
what I sense and detect.

Kyrou was well aware, in his time, of the celebrated experiment performed precisely along
these lines by the Surrealist-influenced artist Joseph Cornell (1903-1972). In Rose Hobart
(1936), the drive impelling the artist’s creativity—namely, his obsessive fascination for the
actress of that name, as seen in the potboiler East of Borneo (1931)—is clear enough.
Yet what seems at first simply like Cornell unfussily hacking away a Hollywood plotline to
reach this fetish object more directly, eventually results in an expressive juxtapositions of
images, and a kind of counter-film posed against the original.

Today, in the vast video-essay field, can we find corroborating evidence of a single film
transformed into “my own thing,” reinterpreted and re-presented by the artist, using
careful manipulation of its images and sounds—but nothing else beyond it? No voice-
over, no comparative clips from other films, no quotes from noted theorists printed on the
screen?

This 2016 version of Andrea Arnold’s Wuthering Heights (2011) by the mysterious
Filmscalpel begins from an astute analysis: contrary to the lazy assumption of many
reviewers, Arnold did not make a quasi-“silent movie,” devoid of a musical score or a
sound design. There is, in fact, more singing than talking in the film. So FilmScalpel
restructures it according to this interpretation…as a musical.

In her re-montage of Terrence Malick’s The Tree of Life as Listen and Look (2012),
commissioned for Arte TV, French artist Johanna Vaude goes in a more poetic (rather than
analytic) direction. She eliminates almost all signs of human activity, as well as the entire
family story, from Malick’s film, in order to concentrate solely on images and sounds of
nature—a procedure which is itself deeply Malickian! (Consider also, for
instance, Terrence Malick’s City Symphony.) These sampled elements are then—in a
venerable, avant-garde tradition—repeated, varied, layered, looped, superimposed…

Where Filmscalpel and Vaude work with films they (presumably) like and admire, Kyrou
himself was completely open to the prospect of creative spectators transforming even the
most abysmal of films—enhancing whatever nugget of gold they stumble upon amidst
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commercial, generic, movie dross. This is, after all, exactly what Joseph Cornell had done
in the 1930s.

Cristina Álvarez López takes such a path in her Primal Analysis (2016), a reworking of
Phil Joanou’s lurid psycho-thriller Final Analysis (1992)—no masterpiece, but a film that
fired Álvarez’s precocious imagination during her formative viewing years of adolescence.
Like Vaude, Álvarez López proceeds via a radical act of subtraction—in this case, erasing
all the men of the movie, beginning with star Richard Gere!

In his book about surrealist cinema, Kyrou rhapsodized about watching some banal,
“absolutely ridiculous, completely insignificant” movie about “lost girls and nice boys in a
café, with sentimental songs.” But then “a tram crossed the screen, and suddenly I was
transported in time and space inside another tram, rather similar to the one on screen, in
which I had lived certain moments whose meaning had escaped me until this very
projection.”

The author’s personal epiphany remains forever mysterious, but his cinematic
hallucination constitutes a creative challenge for every contemporary video essayist: “The
film continued rolling along for me alone; I saw an absolutely different film from everyone
else in the theater; I witnessed a film that, by chance, had been made for me and only
me.” To translate that different film through restructuring and re-editing is one path for
video essays today.
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